
The feminist movement really opened up research into subjectivity in the arts. From investigation of intimate 
detail right up to general social demands, feminism found in art history some basic material for the rewriting 
of gender.  For centuries, identification had been imposed between the real world and its representations: all 
images basically began from a patriarchal, phallocentric vision of the world that had constantly denied women 
the ability to represent themselves, to take control not only of their decisions (political, legal and egalitarian 
financial representation) but also of their image (since art history relegated them to the role of objects). 

In Spain, the urgent political situation created by the Transition meant that feminism was 
consigned to a lesser position as a social movement, while women artists such as Eugè-
nia Balcells (1943) analyzed stereotyped gender construction in the film Boy Meets Girl 
(1978). Similarly, artists like Àngels Ribé (1943) and Esther Ferrer (1937) used images 
of their own bodies to illustrate historical limitations that seemed unsustainable: from all 
that is unsaid, undone and unseen through history (Ribé’s El no dit. El no fet. El no vist, 
1977) to Ferrer’s presentation of her own naked body, after it had been painstakingly 
measured by participants following the artist’s instructions in the action Íntimo y perso-
nal (1977). 
In a more direct way, some representatives of Anglo-Saxon feminism documented spe-
cific situations. The Hackney Flashers Collective, formed by various artists among which 
was Jo Spence (1934-1992), used the photo-novel format (regarded by publishers to 
be for “female consumption”) in her work Who’s Holding the Baby? (1978-1979), a case 
study of the problems of balancing work and motherhood that was a gesture of confron-
tation against the institutions, the last image of male power. 
Feminism, rather than an isolated movement, was a revolution that opened the door to 
a complete reassessment of marginalized art. The emergence of these women artists 
was the pioneering first step for women from the role of object to that of creative subject, 
supported by processes like way that the concept of the (male) author was falling into 
disrepute and the nullification of the paternal relationship of artists to their work.

The Feminist Revolution
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